K. C. PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMMU
Holidays Home Work
Subject: English

CLASS: VII

Holiday home work based on Round Square Discovery Framework for character education.
Discovery Framework Ideal: Tenacity
 Find extracts from Speeches of great people with its background and make a scrap book.
Discovery Framework Ideal: Sense of Responsibility
 In what ways can „being responsible‟ or „irresponsible‟ affect a person‟s self esteem?
(Make an Advertisement: Verbal or Pictorial)
Discovery Framework Ideal: Appreciation for Diversity
 Write an illustrated write-up „celebrating differences‟ on the theme „It‟s okay to be different‟. (Make a
Scrapbook)
Discovery Framework: Team work
 Make comic strips on any one of Round Square Discovery Framework
Subject: Mathematics

1. Revise all which is done in class.
 Individual Activity
2. Make note-pad using leaves of left over notebooks.
 Group Activity
3. Draw Geometrical figures using Jute Material (3D or 2D) using paint, beads, thread or student's own
creativity.
 Using different Geometrical figures students can make
1. Wall hanging
2. Jute Bag
3. Magazine holder
4. File holder
5. Photo Frame
Material to brought from home in semi-prepared form which will be assembled in the class on the very first
day in the school after summer vacation i.e. 11th July 2017.
Subject: Science

1. Look at the non- biodegradable items you consumed in a day . how many of those item can you reuse?
How many of items do you actually reuses? How many items do you "throw away"?
2. Make human digestive system out of waste.
Subject: Hindi

1 ^,drk esa cy* fo’k; dks /;ku esa j[krs gq, fdlh dfork ;k xkus dk Lo;a
ls fuekZ.k djsa
2 cky etnwj fo"k; ij ,d uqDdM+ ukVd dk fuekZ.k djsAa
Subject: S. Sc.
1. Choose one region from north India and one region from South India. Study the cultural, social and geographical
factors and diversity found there. Write them in your class notebook. Create an artwork through a chart/ poster/
painting/ powerpoint presentation representing the abovementioned diversities of both the regions. The artwork shall
not use any human forms, flags, or money in its imagery.
2. Write a biosketch of any one of the following personalities:a) Sudha Murthy
d) Laxmi Agarwal
b) Medha Patkar
e) Indra Nooyi
c) Kiran Bedi
f) Chhavi Rajawat

Subject: FIT
Make a presentation on the topic “Internet Applications”

Note: 1.
2.
3.
4.

It should be summarized into 10 to 15 slides.
Insert images and sound wherever necessary.
Add custom animation.
Give slide transition effects.

Subject: French

Write 50 New Words in French and 20 Phrases. Revise all the syllabus done in the Class upto Holidays.
Subject: Sanskrit
Write and Learn 100 New Words in Sanskrit.Revise all the syllabus done in the Class upto Holidays.
Subject: Urdu
Write & Learn Joining Words 100 and Breaking Words 100

